12 volt led light wiring diagram

LEDs are bright, low-powered lights that are used to add custom styling to vehicles and as
power indicators for a variety of switches and functions. Requiring only 2 volts of power, a
resistor must be included in the path of the circuit wire for LED lights to a volt auto wiring
system. Without the resistor, the LED will blow out. Each LED must have its own resistor to
protect the circuit. Single LED lights typically come with a simple, round holder that uses
pressure from screw nuts to secure the light into place on the dash, making them easy to mount
into place. Open the hood of the car and disconnect the negative cable from the battery by
loosening the lock nut on the terminal with a wrench and pulling the cable off. Decide where the
lights will be placed in the vehicle. Drill and mount any necessary hardware included with the
lighting kit or use pre-existing slots or holes in the car to mount the LED light. Pass two wires
through the hole where the LED will be mounted. This will allow the connection to be made
before the light is secured into place, making it easier to work on. Pull one of the wires through
the firewall where the car electric harness passes through and up to the positive post on the
battery this will be the LED power wire. Wrap the end around the positive post so that the wire
does does not get pulled back into the car. Pull the other wire along the same path through the
firewall and wrap it around something close to, but not touching, the negative terminal of the
battery. This will be the ground wire of the LED. Strip the insulation off both ends of the wire
that runs to the positive terminal of the battery with electrical pliers. Solder one end of the wire
to the positive terminal on the battery and the other to the longer lead on the LED. Know that
LEDs have two leads; one is noticeably longer than the other. Strip the insulation off both ends
of the wire that runs to the negative terminal of the battery ground wire with electrical pliers.
Solder one end of the ground wire to the shorter lead on the LED. Do not attach the wire to the
battery terminal. Cut the ground wire 16 inches away from the negative post of the battery and
strip the insulation off of the two ends of the wire. Solder one end of the ground wire to each
end of the resistor. The resistor does not have a direction; either end can go with either wire.
Solder the remaining end of the ground wire to the negative terminal on the battery. Push the
LED light into position and attach the mounting hardware according to the instructions included
with the kit. Use zip ties to hold the LED wires up and out of the way by attaching them to the
underside of the dash or bundling the wires with the electrical harness. Cassandra Tribe has
worked in the construction field for over 17 years and has experience in a variety of mechanical,
scientific, automotive and mathematical forms. She has been writing and editing for over 10
years. Her areas of interest include culture and society, automotive, computers, business, the
Internet, science and structural engineering and implementation. Step 1 Open the hood of the
car and disconnect the negative cable from the battery by loosening the lock nut on the terminal
with a wrench and pulling the cable off. Step 2 Decide where the lights will be placed in the
vehicle. Step 3 Pass two wires through the hole where the LED will be mounted. Step 4 Pull one
of the wires through the firewall where the car electric harness passes through and up to the
positive post on the battery this will be the LED power wire. Step 5 Pull the other wire along the
same path through the firewall and wrap it around something close to, but not touching, the
negative terminal of the battery. Step 6 Strip the insulation off both ends of the wire that runs to
the positive terminal of the battery with electrical pliers. Step 7 Solder one end of the wire to the
positive terminal on the battery and the other to the longer lead on the LED. Step 8 Strip the
insulation off both ends of the wire that runs to the negative terminal of the battery ground wire
with electrical pliers. Step 9 Solder one end of the ground wire to the shorter lead on the LED.
Step 10 Cut the ground wire 16 inches away from the negative post of the battery and strip the
insulation off of the two ends of the wire. Step 11 Solder one end of the ground wire to each end
of the resistor. Step 12 Solder the remaining end of the ground wire to the negative terminal on
the battery. Step 13 Push the LED light into position and attach the mounting hardware
according to the instructions included with the kit. References Offroaders. To connect an LED
to a pre-existing switch, run the power wire to the power side of the switch and not the battery.
Move the wire from the resistor to the negative terminal of the battery to a good grounding point
on the car's frame. This way, the LED will light only when the switch is engaged. Use a resistor
that matches the ratings listed on the LED package or the bulb can blow out from being
overwhelmed by voltage. Proper lighting sets the mood for the interior of your campervan.
Bright white lights can make your van look sterile. Warm lights can be easier on the eyes.
Dimmable or secondary lighting makes it more pleasant to read at night. On our next trip to
Walmart, small battery powered push-button lights were our first purchase. These have been
great for hanging out at night, but certainly something we could have incorporated into the
build with better planning. LED lights are inexpensive and easy to work with. LED light strips
are lightweight and versatile. You can cut them to size and run them almost anywhere. They
come in a bunch of different colors and are easy to hardwire into your van. Light strips are so
weightless they can be attached with heavy duty double stick tape, zip ties, super glue, or any

number of creative solutions. They can be used as primary lights or great secondary lights such
as a sink backsplash. Strands often come with cut lines pre-marked in spots that you can cut
with an ordinary pair of scissors. These contacts can be either soldered directly together, or
connected with some LED crimp on connectors. I wish I had known about these little recessed
lights before I started my van build. The process for hardwiring recessed lighting is the same as
any 12V light strip. Read below for directions. Just like the LED light strips, color of the light
plays a big role. Choose between warm or cool light tones. Also consider the exterior color of
the light. They can often be purchased with white or silver finishes to match the interior of your
van. Some but not all recessed lights come with spring clips for easy installation. We
recommend purchasing this type because it will be the most straightforward to install. To install
spring-clip recessed lights, make a circular cut the size of the innermost ring. Then pop the light
in and the spring clips will hold it in place. This is a simple process with no extra tool or glue
required! Make sure to leave room for the wires and plan out your wiring before finishing out the
ceiling build. Whether you choose to use strips or recessed lighting, the process for wiring for
any 12V lighting system will be the same. The first step before wiring everything is to make sure
all of you power is off! There should be no fuse in the location you will be using. Only put the
fuse in at the end of the process or if you need to check to make sure the lights work before
more permanently mounting them. Start by wiring all strips or strings of lights together. Lights
will have a pair of red and black wires coming from them. Because everything is already 12V,
you want to wire them in parallel. This means that all of the red wires will be connected together
to run to the switch. All of the black wires will be connected together to run to the bus bar. If
not, you can twist the wires together an connect them with a butt splice or at a location where a
terminal connector will be used. Here is a good Youtube video on how to crimp wires properly.
One wire will be coming from the fuse box to your light switch. If your switch has spade
terminals, use a spade connector. If it just has wires coming from it, use a butt connector to join
it to the wire. Dimmer switches have a third wire. This wire is usually black and should be run as
a ground to your bus bar. The wire running to your lights will be white in this case. Two things
every famous vanlife instagrammer has in common is a model posing and some fairy lights.
Fortunately, these are easy to include if you want. Well, the lights are anyway! You can also buy
battery powered fairy lights for occasional use and more flexibility. Battery powered lights are
our current go-to for cheap, simple setups. You can get by perfectly fine with some inexpensive
push button lights, a flash light or a headlamp. Solar lanterns have become more popular as
batteries and solar cells have become increasingly accessible. Solar lights charge in the sun
during the day and then are ready for use at night. This is a good for those on the road for long
stretches of time and no auxiliary battery setup. The downside to solar lights is that you have to
make sure to charge them on a daily basis. Kate is the lead content creator for
ParkedInParadise. She has traveled through 48 US states and writes about van life, camping
and RV living. Thanks for your info. If installing a dimmer switch, you say the wire from the
switch to the lights will be white. Is this a third wire or does it replace the black wire? The black
wire from the dimmer goes to your 12v dc negative. And the red wire is where the 12v dc
negative from your lights connects. In your post it states that the Led light strips with tape on
can still be used once Cut. I cut 1 inch off and tryed to find wires in it. Could nit find any at all as
how could I use this long led strip or is it no good? With LED tape there are usually cut marks
with a icon of a pair of scissors every 10cm. You can only cut the tape at these points as it gives
you a position to solder to. Hope this helps. Hopefully this would mean I could have
color-changing LEDs controlled by the remote, but wired straight to my DC setup. Any ideas???
Hey there. Nothing really on the internet about it. Did it work out with no resistor as you
planned? Your wiring schematic illustrates 4 black wires conjoining into one butt splice and 4
red wires conjoining into one blade terminal. Can you recommend a DIY tutorial? Thank you!
Did you find an answer to this Steve? There are a couple of ways to do this depending on your
needs. All 4 wires will be coming off in the same direction. Then use a terminal that the twisted
section can fit into and crimp as normal. This is a fast and clean way to get everything into one
circuit. If you want, you can add a zip-tie around the 4 wires afterwards so that there is less
stress on the joint when plugging it in. The downside is that you cannot unplug the lights
individually, so your wiring is more restricted. If you feel that you will need to unplug the lights
individually for installation or servicing, you can use piggyback connectors. I would think you
could also use 2 mini busbars to join the wires closer to the light. Then you have flexibility to
disconnect or add on later. A bus bar is a common point for connecting all of your negative
wires. So you wire all of them to a bus bar, and then use one large wire from the bus bar to the
negative battery. It also helps with some other things such as electrical feedback, but the main
purpose for most people is just organization. If you want to dim a 12 volt LED light, puck, or
strip; you do not connect to the chassis for ground. Both leads from the 12 volt LED must go

back to dimmer switch. Hi, are the 12V recessed lights you have a link too dimmable with the
suggested switch? Hi, and thanks! The switch has 2 black wires; the fixture has 2 red, 1 black, 1
blue. Can you guide me? Pav- Yes. The main purpose of fuses in these setups is to protect the
wiring. The fuse is rated lower than the wire gauge so that it is the first thing that blows in chase
of an overcharge. Can you recommend any specific LED light to use. I heard that many popular
led light as Dimatec used in van conversion give an annoying buzz or humm which can be
heard when dimmed. Would I leave it out entirely? I am a very very old guy trying to do some
projects during this Covid isolation. I decided because of the isolation to put some LED lights in
my Transit van. Problem is I know little about electrical. I do however enjoy learning and
stepping outside my comfort zone. Your tutorial goes above and beyond to the point I will now
throughly enjoy this project. I have trawled the internet for months looking for this kind of
tutorial. I have watched lots of YT videos and none give the behind the scenes I would call it,
where and how you connect and where the wires go!!!!! I am a newbie and learnt lots and
thanks to this a lot more confident. Thank you x The main one was how on earth do I connect all
the lights to one point and how, this has been answered. But one question that has been asked
can you have a separate bus bar apart from the one I have on my fuse board closer to the lights
and the negative from that connected to Fuse board bus bar, or am I complicating it. Thanks in
advance. Currently working on a van build. Can you a see a situation in which you would only
use LED light strips, and not need the recessed Acegoo type lighting above? Your email
address will not be published. Purchase recessed lights on Amazon. How To Install Recessed
Marine Lights To install spring-clip recessed lights, make a circular cut the size of the innermost
ring. General Tips Use stranded wire. This is for the same reason as above. Test your
equipment before installing it switches and lights. Stagger your splicing if you have multiple
wires running together. This avoids a big lump of connectors in one spot. The second wire will
run to your lights. Purchase solar lights on Amazon. Website Facebook Instagram Pinterest
Email. Hey there, thanks for the info! Given this, do you think I would need any kind of resistor?
Thanks so much!!! Appreciate your help -Tyler. Sydney; A bus bar is a common point for
connecting all of your negative wires. The rating on the switch is the max amps before you need
to use a bigger switch. Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your email address will not be published. As
an Amazon associate we earn from qualifying purchases. Most outbound links are affiliate links
- we may receive commission. We are independently owned and the opinions expressed here
are our own. Recessed Lights. Dimmer Switch Alternative. Butt Splice. Blade Terminal. Ring
Terminal. Soldering Kit. Led Wiring Diagram â€” led wiring diagram, led wiring diagram v, led
wiring diagram 12v, Every electric structure consists of various diverse components. Each part
ought to be placed and connected with other parts in specific way. Otherwise, the structure will
not work as it ought to be. So as to make sure that the electric circuit is built correctly, Led
Wiring Diagram is required. How can this diagram assist with circuit construction? The diagram
offers visual representation of the electrical structure. However, this diagram is a simplified
variant of the structure. It makes the procedure for assembling circuit simpler. There are two
things that will be found in almost any Led Wiring Diagram. The first element is symbol that
indicate electric element from the circuit. A circuit is usually composed by various components.
The other thing which you will get a circuit diagram could be traces. Lines in the diagram show
exactly how every component connects to a another. The arrangement is also not plausible,
unlike wiring schematics. Diagram only shows where to place component in a place relative to
other components within the circuit. One thing that you must learn before studying a circuit
diagram is the symbols. Every symbol that is exhibited on the diagram shows specific circuit
element. The most common components are capacitor, resistor, and battery. There are also
other components like ground, switch, engine, and inductor. According to earlier, the traces in a
Led Wiring Diagram signifies wires. At times, the wires will cross. Injunction of 2 wires is
usually indicated by black dot to the junction of 2 lines. Colours can also be utilised to
differentiate cables. Ordinarily, there are two main kinds of circuit links. The very first one is
known as series connection. Due to that the electric current in each part is comparable while
voltage of the circuit is total of voltage in every component. Parallel link is much more complex
compared to string one. Unlike in series connection, the voltage of each component is similar.
This circuit contains branches which are passed by different electric current amounts. The
present joins together when the branches match. There are several things that an engineer
should look closely at when drawing wirings diagram. To begin with, the symbols utilized in the
diagram ought to be precise. It should represent the exact element needed to construct an
intended circuit. It is also highly advised that engineer draws positive supply and damaging
supply symbols for clearer interpretation. Meanwhile the negative source emblem is set under
it. The current flows from the left to right. Along with this, diagram drawer is suggested to limit
the amount of line crossing. The line and part placement should be designed to minimize it.

Because you can see drawing and interpreting Led Wiring Diagram can be a complicated
endeavor on itself. The information and ideas that were elaborated above should be a wonderful
kick start, though. Led Wiring Diagram. Each component should be set and connected withâ€¦.
True Freezer T 49F Wiring Diagram â€” true freezer model t 49f wiring diagram, true freezer tf
wiring diagram, true t 49 freezer wiring diagram, Every electrical arrangement is composed of
various distinct parts. Each part should be placed and linked to different parts inâ€¦. Pool Pump
Wiring Diagram â€” v pool pump wiring diagram, century pool pump wiring diagram, hayward
pool pump wiring diagram, Every electrical arrangement consists of various different parts.
Each part ought to be placed and linked to other parts in particular manner. If not, theâ€¦.
Gallery of Led Wiring Diagram. Related Post to Led Wiring Diagram 7 Way Rv Wiring Diagram 7
Way Rv Wiring Diagram â€” 7 way camper plug wiring diagram, 7 way rv flat blade trailer side
wiring diagram, 7 way rv flat blade wiring diagram, Every electric structure is composed of
various diverse pieces. Hopefully those looking for practical information on electrical circuits
and wiring LED components found this guide first. With years of providing LED education,
training and explaining the electronic circuit concept to customers, we have gathered and
prepared all the critical information needed to help you understand the concept of electrical
circuits and their relationship to LEDs. Lets get started with the most basic questionâ€¦. What
type of circuit should I use? The requirements of a lighting application often dictate what type of
circuit can be used, but if given the choice, the most efficient way to run high power LEDs is
using a series circuit with a constant current LED driver. Running a series circuit helps to
provide the same amount of current to each LED. When each LED is receiving the same current
it helps eliminate issues like thermal runaway. The image to the right shows an example: To
wire a series circuit like the one shown, the positive output from the driver connects to the
positive of the first LED and from that LED a connection is made from the negative to the
positive of the second LED and so on, until the last LED in the circuit. Finally, the last LED
connection goes from the negative of the LED to the negative output of the constant current
driver, creating a continuous loop or daisy chain. Here are a few bullet points for reference
about a series circuit:. The loop concept is no problem by now and you definitely could figure
how how to wire it, but how about powering a series circuit. This means you have to supply, at
minimum, the sum of the forward voltages of each LED. Lets take a look at this by using the
above circuit again as an example and lets assume the LED is a Cree XP-L driven at mA with a
forward voltage of 2. The sum of three of these LED forward voltages is equal to 8. So
theoretically, 8. In the beginning, we mentioned using a constant current LED driver because
these power modules can vary their output voltages to match the series circuit. For a deeper
understanding of LED drivers take a look here. Hopefully you are able to find a driver that can
accomplish your LED circuit with the diodes in-series, however there are circumstances that
might make it impossible. Sometimes the input voltage might not be enough to power multiple
LEDs in-series, or maybe there are too many LEDs to have in-series or you just want to limit the
cost of LED drivers. Where a series circuit receives the same current to each LED, a parallel
circuit receives the same voltage to each LED and the total current to each LED is the total
current output of the driver divided by the number of parallel LEDs. In a parallel circuit all the
positive connections are tied together and back to the positive output of the LED driver and all
the negative connections are tied together and back to the negative output of the driver. Lets
take a look at this in the image to the right. Using the example shown with a mA output driver,
each LED would receive mA; the total output of the driver mA divided by the number of parallel
strings 3. Lets start with the series part of the circuit. However, 12V dc is enough to run three
in-series 3 x 2. And, from the parallel circuit rule number 3 we know that total current output
gets divided by the number of parallel strings. So, if we were to use a mA BuckBlock and have
three parallel strings of 3 LEDs in-series, then the mA would get divided by three and each
series would receive mA. The example image shows this set-up. Varying voltages across
separate strings results in the current not being divided equally. When one string draws more
current than another, the LEDs being overdriven will heat up and their forward voltages will
change more, resulting in more unequal current sharing; this is called thermal runaway. We
have seen many circuits set-up like this work well, but caution is required. For more information
on this concept and ways to help avoid it current mirror there is a great article here within
LEDmagazine. Technology enthusiast working to enable the use of LED lighting - Living in the
Green Mountain State of Vermont with my family and working with a company like LEDSupply,
that is helping to provide energy saving LED products, is a great place and platform to
accomplish my lifelong goal of making a positive impact on our world. LED Optics Optics
control the illumination pattern, either diffusing it or focusing it as your application requires.
Carclo Optics 10mm 20mm LED Accessories LED lighting accessories include seals for coating
electronic components, premium adhesives, switches, battery-holders, wire, power connectors,

soldering irons and more. LED Strip Lights Linear LED strip lights are ideal for general, task and
accent lighting as well as
bleeding subaru brakes
2009 land rover
2017 f250 owners manual
sign or channel letters, architectural lighting and more. Lets get started with the most basic
questionâ€¦ What type of circuit should I use? Parallel Circuit: Where a series circuit receives
the same current to each LED, a parallel circuit receives the same voltage to each LED and the
total current to each LED is the total current output of the driver divided by the number of
parallel LEDs. You may also like. Brooke Sault Technology enthusiast working to enable the use
of LED lighting - Living in the Green Mountain State of Vermont with my family and working with
a company like LEDSupply, that is helping to provide energy saving LED products, is a great
place and platform to accomplish my lifelong goal of making a positive impact on our world.
View all posts. LEDSupply is built, owned and operated by a select few, all with technical
backgrounds and over years combined experience in the LED industry. Click here for more
about us. Return Policy. Copyright LEDSupply. All Rights Reserved.

